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"Your word I have treasured in my heart." Psalm 119:11 The book of Psalms applies to every facet

of lifeâ€”positive and negative, busy and quiet, joyful and hurting. The words within are always

timely, always freeing, and always God-revealing. Take a fresh look at this beloved book of the

Bible with 90 thought-provoking devotions accompanied by questions to ponder. Concise yet deep,

each devotion takes just a couple of minutes to read while preparing your heart to engage with

eternity and enter into the presence of the Lord. The psalms are raw...real...relevant. Soak in their

profound truths and let God use them to lead you ever onward in your faith walkâ€”deeper and

closer to His heart.
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This is a really good, quick devotional especially for morning quiet times, which is when I used it. I

liked dipping into the Psalms and then reaching out into other parts of the bible. I like the Psalms

and always want to spend more time in them, but although I read a Psalm everyday I don't always

have the time to delve deeper.Each devotion is typically, the heading or topic, example "Peace of

Mind" followed a verse from Psalms that is supposed to embody the theme. The devotion comes

next, it is broken up by a verse that comes from anywhere in scripture (Psalm or not) to strengthen

the point and the devotion continues. Next is a question to ponder, followed by "Related reading"

suggestions of about four verses to read.Typically things can hit me right between my eyes so I get



it but other times I don't really get anything so I don't hold that against a book. There were mornings

I pondered the question and devotion throughout the day read the additional verses and was really

encouraged. However there were mornings I felt like the verses didn't fit. I usually followed along in

my own bible because with just a verse I don't have proper context and I found that based on who

was speaking and what they were speaking about the verse chosen was not right for the theme. On

it's own the verse would have been fine but knowing it in proper context in scripture it didn't work for

me. It didn't happen a lot to take away from the whole book but enough not to warrant 5

stars.Despite the one aspect I didn't like I still found it to be a great devotional to be encouraged by.

It wasn't dated or even a day 1, day 2 type of thing which I liked so I didn't feel guilty for missing a

day, it is chapter based which I appreciated.I received this book free of charge from NetGalley and

Harvest House Publishers for my honest opinion.

Two Minutes in the Bible Through Psalms is awesome! Boyd Bailey has really done a fantastic job

with this devotional. It is so well-written and absolutely lovely that I could not put it down.It is concise

and to the point, but do not be deceived. There is so much power behind the devotions that the

reader has plenty to draw from throughout the day. Boyd Bailey speaks so much life and wisdom in

this devotional.I will treasure Two Minutes in the Bible Through Psalms and I cannot wait to read

more of what Boyd Bailey authors in the future!I received a free copy of this book from Netgalley in

exchange for my honest review of it.

I love the book of Psalms. I find encouragement and challenges in the pages. The author does a

great job of taking the reader through a 90 devotion featuring passages from Psalms. They are a

quick read which helps with busy schedules. I tried to do them in the morning and they helped me

start my day focusing on God. I also appreciated the fact the author ask thought provoking

questions at the end of each devotion. Often I would think about these questions and how I would

answer them throughout the day. He also provides related readings.Those who enjoy the Psalms

should enjoy this devotional. It would be useful for group devotionals as well. It is not a reference

book for deep study, but that was not the author intent.Disclaimer: I received this book free from the

publisher in exchange for an unbiased and honest review. The opinions I have expressed are my

own. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commissionâ€™s 16 CFR, Part 255.

I have been wanting to read through the Psalms for a long time. This book provided a great

devotional for time in the morning. The devotion provided a new way to view the psalm and when I



wrote it out, it felt like it was part of me.This is an excellent book for those who want to dive more

deeply into the psalms.

Sold me on the first page. " The object of your faith matters more than the amount of your faith. His

refuge isn't just for the robust of faith it's especially available to those os us flailing away in doubt

and fear" and " nothing about our Savior is shaky". Honest, clear and words that hit the target of our

souls. Thank you!
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